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Spot has been very busy, and it's time to get ready for bed. After a bath and drying off in his warm,

fuzzy towel, Spot chooses a favorite book for a bedtime story. Any young child can relate to the

ritual of preparing for bedtime with this board book, now available with a bold, colorful cover.
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My Son's favorite thing about the Spot series are the flaps. Where's Spot? (Lift-the-flap Book) is one

of his favorites and I was looking for other flap books to add some variety. This book is an okay. It's

a very basic board book with a simple going to bed story that's good for younger toddlers, but there

are no flaps. If you're looking for another Spot flap book like I was, keep looking. This book is fine

but I can already tell that it's not going to be a favorite.

This very small edition. I ordered it with Spots First Walk and I assumed they were all the same size.

I was very surprised when I opened the box. If you look in the fine print and find the size, this is 4.7

x 0.4 x 4.8 inches. The other Spot book is 6.1 x 0.6 x 6.3 inches. It doesn't look like it would make

that much of a difference, but it is much smaller, a little more than a quarter of the size. When I

looked on the back I saw that it is called a "Little Spot Board Book". I have attached a photo.I am

buying it as a gift for a 2 year old, so the smaller size may be easier to hold. But I think it is important



to understand what you are buying.Also, this book does not have flaps like Spots First Walk and

some of the other Spot books.Since you cannot see much of the inside of the book, this is all of the

text in the book. Each line is a separate page with a cute Spot illustration:Spot has had a very busy

day.Now he is ready for bed.Spot loves his bathand his soft cozy towel.Spot chooses a favorite

bookfor a bedtime story.Good night Spot.

In the search for more "Spot" books, I came across this one, and thought it'd be a nice little book to

read to my toddler before bed. "Little" is right! This book fits in (practically) the palm of my hand, and

the story is the same as all "night-night" books; play the day away, take a bath, pick a book, go to

sleep. I guess I thought it'd be a lift-the-flap book (but that's my fault for not reading the product

description correctly). It's okay...it hasn't gotten rave reviews from my dog-loving bookworm of a

toddler either.

My 9-month-old has loved this book since she was a newborn. It is short and simple, but the pages

have bright colors with the cute puppy preparing for bed. He plays, baths, picks out a book and his

parents read him to sleep. A classic that all babies should have in their library.

This a wonderful book to use as a bed time story. Children can see that even Spot has to go to bed

when he is tired. It will help them see that they need to get into the habit of going to bed when they

are tired.

My children loved spot board books as toddlers. I am so glad we saved them because now that my

son is in kindergarten, I have found that these books are great "early reader" books. They have a

nice story and nice pictures and simple sentences with commonly used words. They are great for

building confidence. In contrast, I have been very disappointed by the Scholastic early reader series

and the Step Into Reading series because the sentences are often too long or complicated and I

find the word choices much too difficult for early readers. And the Bob book series is OK for easy

words but the stories are mediocre. I instead am just going to get more Eric Hill books as they are

fun to read and instill confidence in my young readers.

My daughter loves spot books and this one we purchased to add to her collection. She enjoys the

story very much. I just wish they had more of the 'lift the flap' spot books. Those are more fun for my

two kids.



I didn't like this book very much for my toddler. It was too simple and read more like an exercise

book kids get from school for homework to practice learning how to read. It's a good book for early

readers. I wouldn't spend this much on a book like that, there are similar books for $.99 that do the

same job. I guess you are paying for the Spot character and the fact that it's a board book. It is

extremely tiny in size, smaller than normal mini board books.
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